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With the new year comes multiple challenges we have to face and goals we have to reach. One of them 

may be actually reading more and, for this to happen, you need to create the right conditions in your space 

for you to feel available to do it. 

This reading corner needs to be comfortcore for the touch and eye-catching; giving you the feeling that 

reading is more interesting than ever. And a reading corner is actually easy to compose, especially when 

you pick the right furniture options.  

Composed by the Alexander Family, the space we bring you today is a reading corner, where every opulent 

detail stands out without leaving behind comfort and connection with the atmosphere. Here, everything 

feels like a warm embrace and encourages a mindful approach to your day-to-day, giving you time to do 

every task on your list. 

While Alexander Armchair gives you the classic look you deserve, Alexander Ottoman provides you the 

comfort and cosiness you desire. 

 

 

 

Alexander Armchair is an innovative solution linked to a 

functional and quite traditional shape powered by an 

embracing structure where the back smoothly connects 

to the seat cushion and ends on a swivel base. This 

timeless armchair coordinates perfectly its materials in a 

one-of-a-kind piece, especially when presented with its 

ottoman version. 

 

 

 

Alexander Ottoman embodies functionality with a minimalistic design that combines soft proportions and 

unique lines that recall a warm glow and serenity. This design holds a sensational feeling while its soft 

curves pay attention to classic design and ergonomics, contributing to endless comfort. 
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Alexander Family was developed to play a statement role in an outstanding design, especially in this 

reading corner.  

Domkapa is an upholstery brand based in Portugal that presents several similarities to the haute-couture philosophy focused on the 

value of a “made by hand”. Since 2009, Domkapa challenges its team to create the perfect daily meeting between design and comfort. 

Our design team works side by side with the production and this organic synergy allows the creation of innovative designs.  
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